13 September 2016

Excellency,

In the context of the High-level meeting of the plenary of the General Assembly on addressing Large Movements of Refugees and Migrants, taking place on 19 September 2016, please find below the list of co-Chairs for the Round Tables:

RT1 Addressing the root causes of large movements of refugees:
Panama & Luxemburg/ Malta & Hungary

RT2 Addressing drivers of migration, particularly large movements, and highlighting the positive contributions of migrants:
Slovenia & Zambia

RT3 International action and co-operation on refugees and migrants and issues related to displacement, the way ahead:
Jordan & Canada/ Fiji & Kenya/ Lebanon & Turkey

RT4 Global compact for responsibility-sharing for refugees, respect for international law:
Greece & Croatia / Albania & European Union

RT5 Global Compact for safe, regular and orderly migration: towards realizing the 2030 Agenda:
Mexico & Italy / Bangladesh & Sweden

RT6 Addressing vulnerabilities of refugees and migrants on their journeys from their countries of origin to their countries of arrival:
Costa Rica & Belgium

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest consideration.

Tomas Anker Christensen
Chef de Cabinet

To all Permanent Representatives
and Permanent Observers to the United Nations
New York